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Abstract 
This project provides a practical investigation into the graphical and presentation capabilities of 

Microsoft’s .Net 3.0 framework. More specifically the project will look at how the framework can 

provide programming interfaces for a broad range of problem domains and combine previously 

considered ‘separate’ technologies. To Illustrate gained knowledge from the project, a prototype library 

of reusable classes was implemented. 

The prototype library embodies a series of reusable and tool-able user interface controls for displaying 

geographical data within 3D space.  The prototype uses Microsoft’s .NET 3.0 framework and the C# 

language to create a class library that can then be reused by other developers or within a Application UI 

or Web page authoring applications such as Microsoft Expression Interactive designer or Electric Rain’s 

ZAM3D by interaction designers. 
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1. Introduction 

Aims and objectives 

The project has been designed to fulfil three primary objectives. 

1) To gather knowledge and skills in the Microsoft’s .NET 3.0 Framework. Increasing my knowledge 

in the broad range of programming languages and concepts used by the framework’s libraries, 

focussing on user interfaces and network communications.  

2) To explore the evolution of technologies present .NET 3.0 Framework and investigate the 

advantages the framework provides over its predecessors. 

3) To create a prototype program demonstrating how the new technologies in .NET3.0 can be 

utilized.  

Introduction to UI 

The term ‘User Interface‘(UI), used in the context of computing, is a broad term used to describe the 

visual representation and/or device(s) a computer user will interact with. For the purposes of this 

project, I will use the term UI to refer largely to Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI is the graphical 

display presented on a screen or projector. These displays are commonly used in conjunction with other 

peripheral devices such as a keyboard, mouse or microphone. 

The UI is most commonly presented to the user by the Operating System (OS) which is installed or 

embedded in the device.  Although UI of a web-page, application or widget can be influenced by the OS, 

its design is predefined by the author. 
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2. Context 

History of UI Technologies 

The history of computer User Interface technologies spans less than 30 years development time since 

Xerox Parc’s initial UI research in 1975 (Xerox Parc, 2007). All popular computer systems today utilize a 

“Windowed” model, where rectangular areas of the UI can be layered and moved, concepts pioneered 

by Parc and embraced by Apple 2(Wozniak, 1977) and Windows 1.0(Microsoft, 2002).  

All of the technologies discussed here are consumed by programmers (developers); the libraries of code, 

APIs (application protocol interfaces), assemblies and frameworks which they can call on to generate 

pixels on the screen or dots on a piece of paper. In this section, the project will focus particularly on 

Microsoft UI technologies and chart their evolution. 

The majority of Windows applications currently present the user with a 2D interface of buttons, 

scrollbars, list boxes and other such controls to be manipulated. Most functionality within Windows is 

accessed and controlled through dynamic-linked libraries (DLL, ‘.dll’ files). Two technologies originally 

facilitated the interaction and display of such controls; ‘USER’ (User32.dll) and GDI (GDI32.dll)(Microsoft, 

2007) - the Graphics Device Interface. Both GDI and USER were introduced with Windows 3.1 (Nathan, 

2006). Originally the GDI functionality resided inside the USER library. The original GDI library allowed 

programmers to render fonts, curves, lines and other basic constructs to output devices like a screen or 

printer, similar to Apple’s QuickDraw technology (Apple, 2007) . In fact, most of what can be seen in the 

Windows UI today relies heavily on Windows Forms, a set of APIs that programmers use to create 

windows, dialog boxes and pop-ups.  

In 1995, Microsoft developed DirectX 1.0(Microsoft, 2006), a technology to answer Silicon’s OpenGL  

(Open Graphics Library) (SGI, 2007), although initially focused on Input, Sound, and hardware 

accelerated 2D. By DirectX 2.0 in 1996, Microsoft was firmly competing against OpenGL by incorporating 

3D capabilities (Nathan, 2006), a competition which continues today with DirectX10.0 (released 

30/11/2006) and OpenGL2.1 (released 2/8/2006). 

So, to summarize the most recent Microsoft based environment for developers to create UI is a disjoint 

array of uncomplimentary technologies (GDI, GDI++, DirectX, Windows Forms). In order to create an 

application using Video, 3D graphics, Sound and 2D graphics, a developer would need to have fairly 

intimate knowledge of a variety of the technologies and how they might combine, whilst largely writing 

his own interoperability code as well. Enter .NET and .NET3.0. 
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The .Net 3.0 Framework 

What is .NET? 

‘.NET’ is an open specification developed and implemented by Microsoft.  The .NET specification has 

also been implemented by Open Source developers in  the ‘Mono Project ‘(Mono Project, 2007) 

sponsored by Novell. Microsoft’s implementation of the specification was to be the logical successor to 

COM(Microsoft, 2007), a technology providing a communications architecture for reusable software 

components. 

The .NET framework is an umbrella term encompassing a number of different components: 

- Libraries of code for common programming task 

- Compiled assemblies exposing APIs for accessing Windows functionality (DLLs) 

- A managed runtime environment for code written in a variety of languages to execute in a secure 

manner. 

Layered structure 

The .NET framework can be seen conceptually, as layers of functionality used by programs running on 

the Windows operating system (‘OS’) (Figure 1). 

More specifically, Figure 1 shows the .NET 

framework logically sitting above the Windows 

subsystems and the computer hardware but below 

the .NET application which can utilize the 

Framework’s functionality. 

Microsoft’s .NET framework includes a series of 

code libraries/APIs for User Interface (UI), data 

Access, communications, network security and 

cryptography above and beyond the application 

runtime environment and the other Base Class 

Libraries (BCL). At the time of writing (Mar 2007), 

Microsoft had recently released .NET 3.0 which is 

strictly a superset of the basic .NET2.0 framework 

as many of the improvements from version 2.0 are 

aimed directly at Microsoft Windows and are not 

part of the cross-platform .NET specification.  

.NET 3.0 includes WPF and other libraries/APIs 

originally designed for the newest version of 

Microsoft’s Windows operating system, ‘Vista’. The 

.NET3.0 framework has also been back-ported to Windows XP for greater adoption. 

  

Figure 1 .NET 3.0 Stack in Windows (Lee, 2006) 
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Figure 2 Microsoft .NET 3.0 Architecture (Allen, 2006) 

Figure 2, taken from a Microsoft developer evangelist’s web-log (Allen, 2006) shows the .NET 3.0 

architecture with the major programming libraries sitting above the .NET base classes and the CLR (more 

on these in section “Managed Code” below). The darker components: WCF, WPF, WF and WCS, being 

the main additions since version 2.0.  An adapted version of Microsoft’s brief outline (Microsoft, 2007) 

of these key high-level components follows: 

• Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) 

A new user interface (UI) subsystem and API based on XML and vector graphics, which will make use 

of 3D computer graphics hardware and Direct3D technologies.  

• Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) 

A service-oriented messaging system which allows programs to interoperate locally or remotely 

similar to web services 

• Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) 

WF allows workflow functionality for easily developing workflow-based applications such as 

document management, commercial page flow, IT management, and various line-of-business 

applications. 

• Windows CardSpace (WCS) 

A software component which securely stores a person's digital identities and provides a unified 

interface for choosing the identity for a particular transaction, such as logging in to a website
1
.   

This project will primarily focus on WPF. The sections “What is WPF?” and “Programming with WPF” 

offer further discussion into the breakdown of WPF components, and developing with WPF. 

                                                           
1
 This is an encompassing technology which is also capable of supporting OpenID (OpenID, 2007), an open 

specification for a digital identity solicitation method. 
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Managed Code 

In this section, the project looks at the lower layers of the .NET 3.0 framework and how it interacts with 

the Windows OS, from code to execution.  

‘Managed code’ is a term used to describe programming code that is compiled by the .NET framework. 

The term ‘managed’ refers to some of the management features within the Framework’s runtime which 

can vet and improve code before running it on a machine. “Unmanaged code” is the term which refers 

to all other compiled code, which traditionally goes uninspected before executing (Abrams, Hejlsberg, & 

Hess, 2003). We will now go on to see how the .NET framework creates this concept of ‘Managed code’. 

At the core of the .NET Framework lays the Common Language Runtime CLR (Figure 3). The CLR allows 

code from multiple human-readable languages such as C#, J# or VB.NET to be interoperable and compile 

together into the same program.  The .NET Framework achieves this by abstracting the nuances of the 

specific languages through the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI). The CLI essentially comprises of 3 

separate parts:  

• Common Type System (CTS)  

Allows each language’s compiler to convert variables and other data structures into 

standardized types. 

• Common Language Specification (CLS)  

Allows each language’s compiler to convert programming syntax and application structure (such 

as class inheritance) into standardized forms. 

• Common Intermediate Language (CIL)  

Provides the abstracted version of the code to be executed. The CIL code that will be passed to 

be executed is constructed from the output translated using the CTS and CLS. The CIL is platform 

(OS) specific.  

 

In comparison to a traditional program compilation, where program code is compiled directly into 

platform specific machine-code (Binary) file to be executed at a later date, the .NET framework utilises 

the concept of a Just-In-Time Compiler (JIT). The .NET framework runtime’s JIT consumes the CIL 

translation of the program to be ran, and then converts the CIL program to binary on-the-fly, only when 

the program is to be executed. 

Due to adopting this JIT approach versus pre-compilation, the .NET runtime can provide certain levels of 

security and stability. Some level of security of managed programs is achieved by the JIT inspecting the 

intention of the program before its execution and thus being able to give a metric to how safe the 

program’s functionality might be. Levels of stability are achieved by being able to insert typical error 

prevention techniques normally employed by programmers of ‘unmanaged-code’ at the code-writing 

and debugging stage; e.g. garbage collection hooks, exception handling, type safety, array bounds, index 

checking, etc.  
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Figure 3 .NET Common Language Runtime (Anonymous, 2005) 

  



 

 

  

What is WPF? 

WPF (windows presentation foundation) is one of a number of technologies rolled into Microsoft’s third 

revision of their .NET framework. Figure 

and the underlying operating system (Windows Vista).

Figure 

WPF specifically can be described as an aggreg

a varied history of display technologies for creating a

HTML (see “History of UI Technologies

OpenGL, some of which were discussed earlier

technologies, the WPF libraries abstract 

developer and designer. As a whole they offer a range of 2D/3D graphics 

graphics and combinations of these.
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WPF (windows presentation foundation) is one of a number of technologies rolled into Microsoft’s third 

Figure 4 shows a high level view of the components included in WPF 

and the underlying operating system (Windows Vista). 

Figure 4: WPF Framework (Microsoft, 2007) 

WPF specifically can be described as an aggregate framework of other UI technologies. MS Windows has 

play technologies for creating application UI and other UI such as webpage UI using 

echnologies”). Pre-WPF technologies include COM, GDI, GDI++, DirectX 

, some of which were discussed earlier in “History of UI Technologies”. In combining these 

technologies, the WPF libraries abstract their complexities and differing paradigms away

developer and designer. As a whole they offer a range of 2D/3D graphics capabilities, Video, Vector 

graphics and combinations of these. Figure 5 shows a WPF application created by Fluid Inc for

WPF (windows presentation foundation) is one of a number of technologies rolled into Microsoft’s third 

shows a high level view of the components included in WPF 

 

ate framework of other UI technologies. MS Windows has 

UI and other UI such as webpage UI using 

WPF technologies include COM, GDI, GDI++, DirectX and 

In combining these 

their complexities and differing paradigms away from the 

Video, Vector 

shows a WPF application created by Fluid Inc for Northface 
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© outdoor clothing. The example includes three curved 3D meshes, textured with separate videos, 

which also rotated in reaction to mouse movement. This video was used to demonstrate the fidelity of 

WPF in 2005, almost a year before .NET 3.0 shipped in November 2006. 

 

Figure 5: Northface WPF Kiosk Application (Microsoft Channel 9 , 2005) 

WPF as a technology aims to separate the work of the developer (code) and the design of the interface 

(markup). Traditionally, the developer has had to do both, as both required a level of programming skill 

with the older technologies. In the case of a Windows Forms (Microsoft, 2007) application, the Window 

Class would likely contain code to present the UI heavily bound with code for the logic for the program. 

Within a WPF application or webpage, a designer will simply work on the appearance knowing that the 

application requires for example ‘a list of desktop wallpapers’, the developer can then concurrently 

develop the logic for when a list item is selected (i.e. setting the selected item as the system wallpaper) 

without knowledge of how it might eventually look.   

HTML is one of the first languages used by designers with no programming background (Berners-Lee, 

1996). As an XML based language, visual authoring tools for HTML have been easy to implement. With 

the explosion of the web, there is an overwhelming community of web designers who are able to 

manipulate HTML through the authoring tools such as Adobe Macromedia’s Dreamweaver. The same 
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designers, through necessity, have also gained rudimentary knowledge of editing HTML directly and are 

therefore familiar with the basic syntax of XML based languages.  

WPF will now be explored in two sections, firstly as a development platform for programmers to create 

reusable extendable controls, and secondly looking at the introduction of WPF’s markup language 

(XAML) that can be used in much the same way as HTML for use within authoring tools by designers.   

XML format 

XML is a human-readable, text based mark-up language used to represent a variety of data we interact 

with today. It is perhaps used most regularly by Internet technologies as a way to describe web-pages 

(HTML), news articles (RSS), and raw data from databases. HTML is in fact a sub-schema of XML.  As XML 

is such an extendable language for describing data, it can easily be used to represent a broad set of data. 

To this end databases and data-centric programs use types of XML as a defacto export and import 

format due to its inbuilt broad extensibility.  

Tools for Designers 

XML mark-up’s major advantage is that it is human-readable and editable through a basic text editor. As 

the Internet boomed through the end of the 1990’s, it became apparent that hand coding HTML was 

time consuming and intricate to edit in this way. As the boom continued it became apparent that design 

tools were required to quickly generate the HTML. As the design tools were created, it turned out that 

flavours of XML are easily ‘toolable’ also. Good examples of design tools which simply edit HTML (XML) 

could be products like Adobe’s GoLive and Macromedia’s Dreamweaver.  

So why is a ‘toolable’ language/data format important for UI design? It is important on a number of 

levels: 

- Firstly using a tool designed for ordinary people (not developers) will instantly increase your 

user base and adoption rate, opening access to other groups, not just programmers. 

- From a ‘usability’ and ‘mental model’ perspective; For such a visual output (application UI, web 

UI, web pages), a visual tool utilizing drag and drop, “what you see is what you get” (WYSIWYG), 

pallets and effects will allow users of the tool to produce the design they want more quickly 

[than a text editor].  

- In the same way that GoLive and Dreamweaver split web-designer and web-developer roles, it is 

telling that keeping programmers good at programming and designers good at designing is 

beneficial in the development of a successful product. 

A subjective history of UI design 

Until the advent of web-design (1990’s), UI design has been the job of the developer. This is largely 

because the underlying technologies (discussed in “History of UI Technologies”) were restricted to being 

programmable and thus not part of the skill set of a designer or other non-programmer.  With the 

expansion of the web in the 1990’s these restrictions were challenged, as the mass appeal of having an 

individual website attracted businesses to make tools for average users to create and design their own 

pages. This marked the start of non-programmer designed UI. Unfortunately, since the web-boom, non-
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programmer designed UI has been largely restricted to web-pages, leaving application UI left to 

programmers to design. This, in the most-part, has produced grey, utilitarian, unattractive UI for users.  

As new technologies emerge from programmers and software houses like Microsoft, it is accepted that 

the user-facing UI, whether it be a web-page, a desktop application, on a desktop monitor or mobile 

phone will always be a better user experience (UX) when the design and functionality is produced by a 

close-working team of designer and programmer. 

Service orientated programs 

Web 2.0 and AJAX 

 ‘Web 2.0’ and ‘the read/write web’  have been coined recently by a number of media pundits and 

industry professionals alike to describe the wave of collaborative and richly interactive web-pages  being 

created in recent years.  

These new websites more often than not will use a variety of technologies to create the impression of 

the kind of fidelity found traditionally on client applications (i.e. not web-pages).  ‘AJAX’ (Garrett, 2005) 

is another buzzword/acronym encompassing a bunch of technologies; it stands for “Asynchronous 

Javascript and XML”. AJAX describes the way that scripts can run on web-pages allowing request and 

response calls to occur with a server over the internet using XML (extensible mark-up language) as a 

lingua franca. 

A – These ‘calls’ are asynchronous as this allows the script to do other things while it waits for a 

response, but also, due to the nature of the Internet, there is no way for the script to determine or 

prescribe the amount of time the roundtrip will take, i.e. for the request and response to complete [or 

fail] and for the script to be notified.  

J – AJAX requests are generally initiated by the user clicking on a link or some other item on a webpage.  

Clicks and/or other events can then be handled by ECMA script (Javascript) code embedded in the 

webpage. The script will then decide what type of information the user has requested and make a 

simple request (through a HTTP GET or POST action) to the server.  

AX – On receiving the request, the server will process any information sent to it and act upon it. These 

actions could be processing a payment (the request was for an action) or prepare data from an SQL 

database (the request was for data) amongst many others.  Generally, success or failure of the action 

will be sent back to the client script along with any data in an XML format. On return of a response from 

the server, the most common action for the Javascript is to alter the UI (the webpage) by adding some 

data retrieved. This is achieved by ECMA script’s provision to directly manipulate its host webpage’s 

DOM (Document Object Model), or in layman’s terms, its underlying structure.  

AJAX as a methodology, in part, came about due to various implementations of the XMLHttpRequest 

Object (Van Kesteren, 2007). The XMLHttpRequest Object is a programming structure which allows 

developers to make requests to servers from within an embedded ECMA script on a webpage. Although 

specification of the XMLHttpRequest Object is still under draft by the W3C (Van Kesteren, 2007), all of 
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the major web-browser developers (Microsoft, Apple, Opera and Mozilla) have had proprietary 

implementations (Apple, 2005) of comparable functionality as early as 1998 with Internet explorer 5.0 

(Microsoft, 2003). 

These requests and responses are made possible by the recent ubiquity of broadband internet in the 

western world, allowing near-instant responses for any request.  The speed of the server roundtrip over 

broadband, together with ECMA script’s provision for updating a webpage in the browser without the 

webpage reloading, has been important to create the illusion of instant reaction and therefore 

compound the feeling of ‘interaction’ with web pages using AJAX. 

The rise of web services 

Although only becoming recently popular, the constituent parts of AJAX have been around for a long 

time. This paradigm of ‘request and response’ is in fact fundamental to the way the internet/networks 

work, and as such is not a new idea either. Client applications like web-browsers and instant messaging 

have been retrieving web pages and/or messages from remote computers for years.  So why the buzz 

now?  

The buzz has been created largely by the amount and type of data that can be accessed. Google Earth 

was a product that first emerged in June 2005 after Google’s acquisition of Keyhole in 2004 (Ullmann & 

Gorokhovich, 2006). Google Earth allows a user to fly around a virtual representation of the earth in 3D, 

with satellite imagery used to make up the landscape. It represented a very clear and compelling way to 

combine a huge distributed database of satellite data with a client application which can asynchronously 

download and display it. Although not a webpage, Google Earth had brought the potential for such a 

capability into the public (and corporate) eye. 
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3. The Future of HCI  
The project will now take a brief segue to look at HCI (human computer Interaction) and discuss its 

various facets that influence how we interact with computers, today and the future. 

2D Vs 3D Computer Interfaces 

As hardware technology advances in tandem with “Moore’s Law” (Intel, 2007), so does the capability to 

develop new UI which leverages it. Even still, despite the advances of GPU and CPU technology and the 

economics of producing larger and larger screens at consumer price points, Chao (2001) observes that 

“[recent] user interfaces are usually austere, reflecting the limitations of the machines of two decades 

ago. Our rectilinear desktops feature a machine aesthetic, not a human one.” 

There have been a variety of high profile research projects into UI and data visualization, not least the 

work done at Xerox’s Parc facility (Xerox Parc, 2007). Yet the advantages of 3D cognition and spatial 

awareness have not filtered into mainstream software or operating Systems for anything other than 

eye-candy. 

A report commissioned by Apple (Pfeiffer Consulting, 2005) found larger screen sizes to result in 

“measurable productivity and efficiency gains” by users. Fitts' Law (Virginia Tech/Norfolk State 

University, 1996), a well known formula and metric for mouse-to-target efficiency would seem to pose 

otherwise (Figure 6). 

• The farther away a target is, the longer it takes to acquire it with the mouse.  

• The smaller a target is, the longer it takes to acquire it with the mouse.  
Figure 6: Brief explanation of Fitts' Law, taken from (Harris, 2006) 

In fact Harris asserts this as he argues that: 

“Over the years, as monitors have gotten bigger and screen resolutions have increased, Fitts' law 

dictates that actual mouse efficiency has gone down” 

This would seem to imply that the 2D windowed interface pioneered by Parc (Xerox Parc, 2007) and still 

prevalent in consumer computers today, may be reaching the limit of its original design now that screen 

have reached larger form factors. 

One possible way of decreasing the mouse movement might be to employ a 2.5D type interface.  

Concept of 2.5D interface 

Firstly, what can be labelled as a 3D interface? A true three dimensional interface in my opinion would 

have to have a 3D device to interact with it, either a 3D mouse or some other possibly glove based 

technology. In my opinion, for an interface to be considered truly 3D, the display of the virtual space in 

which a user would manipulate objects should also allow for eye-movement to be directly mapped to 

the view of the 3D space, e.g. a virtual reality room, gyroscopic LCD glasses. 

Due to this consideration, it is probably apt to refer to today’s so called “3D” interfaces, used for 

computer games and the like, as “pseudo-3D” or perhaps “2.5D”. After all, the mouse and the CRT 
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(cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) screen are all 2D devices working on 2 dimensional 

planes (a flat surface). 

Possible advantages of 2.5D UI 

Apart from using the third dimension (depth) to improve the performance of metrics based on Fitts’ 

Law, a 2.5D UI could also improve a user’s experience in other ways. 

Norman defines two, now well known concepts of user interaction: 

 

The Gulf of Execution: The difference between the intentions [of the user] and the allowable actions [of 

the machine] is the Gulf of Execution. 

 

The Gulf of Evaluation: The Gulf of Evaluation reflects the amount of effort that the person must exert 

to interpret the physical state of the system and to determine how well the [person’s] expectations and 

intentions have been met. 

 
Taken and adapted from (Norman, 1988) 

It is entirely possible that both Gulfs can be improved by employing intuitive 3D models for interactive 

objects in a GUI. This could well improve a user’s mental models by providing more direct 

representations of real world objects in the virtual space (UI). 

A number of projects have attempted more direct metaphors for physical interactions; many of them 

research projects with highly specialised technical teams. Traditionally, new paradigms for user 

interfaces has come from heavily funded academic/corporate research, and as such the fidelity 

associated with 3D games and application has not been available to the majority of developers. 

The project will now go on to explore if .NET and WPF can make these sorts of interfaces more 

accessible to create and refine, not requiring highly specialized developers in specific 3D technologies, or 

the traditional high budget research and development teams normally associated.   
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4. Technology Overview 

Programming with WPF 

In addition to the large library of UI related classes accessible through the .NET framework, one of the 

key advances with WPF over previous technologies is XAML (pronounced ‘Zammel’). XAML is a flavour of 

XML, used in its most simple form to describe the layout of a window’s UI. XAML is very similar in 

construct to HTML in that style, position and content is all described within the same file, but differs 

where XAML mark-up can represent both visual and non-visual content. Where XAML excels from HTML 

however, is its symbiotic relationship with a similarly named C# (or other .NET language) ‘code-behind’ 

file. 

‘Code-Behind’ files 

Accompanying most XAML files will be a ‘code-behind’ file written in a .NET language. The combination 

of the XAML and the code-behind file are used by a compiler to create the Application, Window or Other 

component. I have created Figure 7  to illustrate the relationship of these two files. Figure 7 shows a 

sample C# ‘code-behind’ file in the top pane, and on the bottom the XAML file to accompany it. In actual 

fact, everything that can be achieved through XAML mark-up can be achieved through a regular .NET 

language in the code-behind file. 

MyApplication.xaml.cs 
 

namespace WindowsApplication1 

{ 

    /// <summary> 

    /// Interaction logic for Window1.xaml 

    /// </summary> 

 

    public partial class Window1 : System.Windows.Window 

    { 

        public Window1() 

        { 

            InitializeComponent(); 

        } 

    } 

} 

MyApplication.xaml 
 

<Window x:Class="WindowsApplication1.Window1" 

    xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation" 

    xmlns:x="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml" 

    Title="WindowsApplication1" Height="300" Width="300" 

    > 

    <Canvas> 

 <Rectangle Canvas.Left="0" Fill="Blue" Width="100" Height="200" /> 

 <Rectangle Canvas.Left="200" Fill="Red" Width="100" Height="200" /> 

    </Canvas> 

</Window> 
Figure 7: A simple WPF Window (XAML and C#) 
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Nathan (2006) describes how the implementation of ‘Window1’ in the code-behind file is a partial Class. 

This is to allow the compiler to compile the partial Window1 class and then attach the XAML created 

control instances during the compile process (Nathan, 2006). Figure 7 shows a XAML element’s ‘x:Class’ 

directly mapping to a partial class in the code-behind file.  In fact, all XAML elements, such as WINDOW, 

CANVAS, RECTANGLE and BUTTON are all parsed by the compiler and instantiated into Objects of the 

class of the same name under the ‘System.Windows.Controls’ or ‘System.Windows.Shapes’ namespace 

(see “Appendix D  

.NET 3.0 Framework Developer Reference”) i.e. A RECTANGLE element will be compiled into an instance 

of the ‘System.Windows.Shapes.Rectangle’ class. 

 

Figure 8: A simple WPF solution, in Visual C# Express 

Figure 8 shows the solution repository of all of the files associated within a simple WPF application (or 

‘solution’) in Microsoft’s Visual Studio C# Express (VSCS). Figure 8 also shows the code-behind paradigm 

extending to the application (App.xaml, App.xaml.cs), where XAML mark-up and C# code-behind can 

also be used together. Although not strictly required, the VSCS Solution Explorer UI shows the code-

behind files attached to the XAML mark-up file in both cases (Window and App), this is purely a visual 

cue provided to help preserve the association for the developer.  

As these files are simply located in the same folder, it allows both the designer and the developer to 

have the same project open in their respective tools; a design package like Microsoft’s Blend (Microsoft 

Expression, 2007) and a Development environment like VSCS for programming. At a more granular level, 

it allows a developer to have the ‘code-behind’ file (Windows1.xaml.cs) open while a designer edits the 

XAML file ‘Window1.xaml’, obviously allowing concurrent work on both the logic and design elements of 

the project without having to worry about file locking, versioning or merging of changes. 

Built-In controls 

WPF comes with a large library of built-in controls for UI design mostly residing in three namespaces: 

- System.Windows.Shapes 

- System.Windows.Controls 

- System.Windows.Media  
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The above namespaces provide classes for controls responsible for behaviour, presentation (UI) and 

data manipulation. Taking a ‘TextBox’ control as an example; the 'System.Windows.Controls.TextBox' 

class provides the event handling for the Mouse and Keyboard, the ‘draw’ operations to display itself, 

and exposes a variety of data including a ‘Text’ property (the string currently visible in the control). 

Properties such as a Textbox’s ‘Text’ property are exposed within the class in such a way to allow the 

concept of ‘Binding’. Binding is the concept of “when the TextBox’s Text property changes, the Label’s 

content property also updates with the same value”. XAML provides a variety of different syntax options 

to perform such a task. I have created two such samples to illustrate this, Figure 9 and Figure 10. Figure 

9 relies solely on standard XML syntax, Figure 10 uses a combination of standard XML syntax and XAML’s  

“mark-up extension syntax” seen in curly brackets (Nathan, 2006). Both Figure 9 and Figure 10 although 

syntactically difference, will produce the same UI and interaction behaviour, and so are 

programmatically equivalent. 

 

<TextBox x:Name="MyTextControl"> 

 sample text 

</TextBox> 

<Label> 

 <Binding ElementName="MyTextControl" Path="Text"/> 

</Label> 

 

Figure 9: A Binding method using standard XML (XAML) syntax 

 

<TextBox x:Name="MyTextControl" Text="sample text" /> 

<Label Content="{Binding ElementName=MyTextControl, Path=Text}"/> 

 

Figure 10: A Binding methods using ‘mark-up extension syntax’ 

In addition to showing different methods  for binding, Figure 10 also conceptually shows that the Label’s 

Content property will be filled by the first child control in the mark-up (in this case,  the Binding). 

Conversely, the TextBox’s Text property can be filled in the same way, without using the XML attribute 

notation seen in the first example. In reality, the compiler will raise an exception if either the Label or 

the Textbox have more than one child control (Sells & Griffiths, 2005).  
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WCF and Web-Services 

One of the project objectives is to show the interoperability of the various verticals in the .NET 3.0 

Framework provided by WPF, WCF, WF and WCS. Instead of detailing all four technologies, this project 

will focus on WPF and to a lesser degree, WCF. In this section we will discuss the various technologies 

used by WCF to make up a common web-service. 

Like WPF, WCF provides a library of classes and functionality (see “Appendix D”) for developers. 

Specifically, WCF provides wrapper classes and functionality for communications. The term 

‘Communications’, in the context of WCF covers network communications, .NET ‘Remoting’ and inter-

process communications (on the same machine). WPF provides a service orientated architecture with 

classes to simplify transport, security and protocols amongst others (Sheets, 2006). 

SOAP 

WCF heavily utilizes SOAP as a protocol for exchanging data and commands between endpoints (peers). 

SOAP stands for “Simple Object Access protocol” and is used for communicating XML based data 

between endpoints. SOAP sits at the Application layer of the OSI network layer stack, alongside SMTP, 

POP3 and other popular application layer protocols.  

WSDL 

WDSL, or “Web Service Description Language” is an XML based language used for describing a Web 

service’s abilities and interfaces (W3C, 2001). WSDL documents are organised under the following 

elements:  

- Types:  a container for data type definitions using some type system (such as XSD).  

- Message: an abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated.  

- Operation:  an abstract description of an action supported by the service.  

- Port Type: an abstract set of operations supported by one or more endpoints.  

- Binding: a concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular port type.  

- Port:  a single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network address.  

- Service:  a collection of related endpoints.  

Taken from(W3C, 2001)  
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5. Implementation 
This section will cover the implementation of a prototype designed to exploit WPF’s capabilities, to fulfil 

Objective 3 of the project. At the time of writing (March, 2007) the .NET 3.0 Framework had been on 

general release for only 5 months. Many of the references used in previous sections have been from 

very recent additions to Microsoft’s online MSDN library (Microsoft MSDN, 2007). In the duration of the 

project only 2 books have been published on the subject (Nathan, 2006) (Sells & Griffiths, 2005) through 

Microsoft press and have formed the basis of my learning these technologies. Although a back-ported 

version of the .NET 3.0 Framework was available for Windows XP in November 2006, Windows Vista, the 

newest OS from Microsoft, had just been released to consumers in February 2007. Windows Vista had 

the .NET3.0 framework built-in and therefore is heavily integrated into many of the bundled 

applications.  Previous to this release, Beta versions of Vista and the .NET3.0 framework were used to 

learn aspects of the technology, whilst awaiting minor bug fixes and the full release. 

The prototype produced for this project gives a good impression of the high-level capabilities of WPF 

and the .NET 3.0 Framework’s technologies as a whole. To this end, the prototype’s objective was to 

showcase: 

1. 3D controls within a standard windows application 

2. The use of a web-service to retrieve data over the network 

3. The ease of interoperability of 2D data and 3D data within the same programming context  

To achieve this I decided to leverage Microsoft’s MapPoint SOAP Web-service to return 

Satellite/Topographic maps and use WPF’s integrated 2D and 3D capabilities to render 3D primitives 

with the maps that return. The prototype could then show the speed and fidelity of an Application like 

Google Earth (Google Inc, 2007) can be created with very few lines of code. The MapPoint Web-service 

was chosen largely as it is well documented online, and already used in a variety of commercial settings. 
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A brief tour 

 

 

Figure 11: The prototype, running on Windows Vista 

Figure 11 shows the prototype program implemented for this project, shown here on a Windows Vista 

desktop. The screenshot also shows how the Window Chrome has been removed and the client area has 

been set up to be transparent. This allows Vista’s Desktop Window Manager (DWM) to composite the 

prototype’s UI with the desktop (or other Windows) behind it to accurately show transparency. 

The following provides an overview key to Figure 11; 

1) A set of ‘templated’ buttons to emulate the minimize/maximise/close window controls 

2) A basic Image control to allow the returning map to be shown in 2D 

3) An input Text control used to specify the map’s location 

4) A series of test buttons, used to call methods in the main Window class 

5) Two 3D viewports displaying a box and a plane, both independently capable of rotating/zooming 

6) A resizing control; to allow both the buttons/image/text controls to contract and the 3D Viewports 

to expand and resize when dragged left or right. 
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The project will now go on to describe how the various files and source code achieve this using the .NET 

3.0 Framework. 

The Solution Repository  

The IDE (Integrated development Environment) used to develop the prototype was Microsoft’s Visual 

Studio C# Express product (VSCS). Originally released November 7
th

 2005 and recently updated, it 

provides a free IDE for .NET (and ‘unmanaged’ code) development (Microsoft Visual Studio, 2007). 

Figure 12 shows a screenshot of the prototype’s solution 

repository in the IDE; the list of source files and resources 

used to create the program. The following will explain 

what each section presents: 

Properties 

‘Settings.settings’ and ‘Settings.Designer.cs’ are auto-

generated by VSCS to provide application-wide settings to 

the project, which are changeable at runtime. 

‘Settings.settings’ is not an actual file but a useful piece of 

UI provided by VSCS to visually edit the ‘code-behind’ file; 

‘Settings.Designer.cs’. For the purposes of the prototype, 

no additional code was added to that generated by VSCS 

from its internal template. 

References 

All of the references shown are mappings to .NET/.NET3.0 

libraries (DLLs) except ‘3DTools’. All of the .NET core 

libraries seen here were added by VSCS when opening a 

new .NET solution; they had not been rationalized in any 

way. ‘3DTools’ (Berglund, 2007) is a library (3DTools.dll) 

developed during the development of .NET 3.0 by two 

programmers on the WPF team at Microsoft; Kurt 

Berglund and Daniel Lehenbauer. For the purposes of the 

prototype, the 3DTools were referenced, and used ‘as-is’ 

to provide basic 3D model interaction using the 

‘TrackballDecorator’ class (more on this in “Interactive 

Viewports”, page 27). 

Service References 

‘MapPoint.Map’ and ‘MapPoint.cs’ hold the same 

symbiotic nature as a XAML and a ‘xaml.cs’ file (see 

“Programming with WPF”). They contain both the basic 

transport configuration and auto-generated wrapper 

classes for the MapPoint SOAP services and are compiled 
Figure 12: Solution Explorer for the Prototype 
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together to allow the service to be accessed using instances of the wrapper classes. Both were auto-

generated by VSCS from the MapPoint WSDL (Web-Service Description Language) file when it was 

registered, and were left unchanged for the purposes of the prototype. 

The ‘App.config’ file is an XML file, like most .NET configuration files. In this case, it contains the WCF 

web-service bindings and contracts(Tay, 2005) . The contents are largely pre-populated by VSCS when 

the MapPoint web-service was added, although the section specific to the security scheme used by the 

MapPoint Web-service needed to be modified to allow the service credentials (username/password) to 

be authenticated correctly. This will be further described later in this chapter in “The Code”. 

App.xaml/App.xaml.cs 

‘App.xaml’ and ‘App.aml.cs’ are the respective mark-up and code-behind files describing the 

application’s structure. Unlike a ‘Window1.xaml’ used to construct an instance of a Window and its 

associated UI, the ‘App.xaml’ is not used to describe the UI of the Application, as abstractly, the 

application has no UI, the Windows provide the UI for it. The ‘App.xaml’ file is therefore mostly used to 

declaratively instantiate application level resources (such as icons, or application error strings) and set 

the first Window to be displayed. The ‘App.xaml.cs’ is largely redundant in the Prototype as no 

additional code configuration was needed beyond the XAML in ‘App.xaml.cs’. 

'Assemblyinfo.cs' consists of all of the build options for the project this can include the version, company 

name, GUID, compiler options. In the case of the prototype WPF application, the ‘Assemblyinfo.cs’ is 

auto generated by VSCS when the project is opened for the first time. 

External Resources 

‘Box.Obj’ is mesh resource, stored in a file with extension ‘.Obj’, a standard file-type for storing 3D mesh 

data. This was imported to create the mesh seen in the final version of the prototype. The actual 

‘box.obj’ file was created in Discreet’s 3D modelling program 3D Studio Max, the mesh was then 

converted into XAML by Microsoft’s Blend (Beta 2) application to prevent having to hand-code each 

individual vertex, triangle, normal and texture coordinate.  

Additional Classes 

Both ‘Factory3D.cs’ and ‘GlassHelper.cs’ contain static classes of functionality used within the prototype 

program.  

‘Factory3D.cs’ contains static factory methods for creating 3D meshes and collections programmatically, 

rather than declaratively through XAML (see Window1.xaml). All of the functions contained in 

‘Factory3D.cs’ were created to gain knowledge of the relationship between XAML and code-behind files, 

adapted from Mike Hodnick’s 3D WPF guide (Hodnick, 2007). ‘Factory3D.cs’ although appearing in the 

solution repository is not used in the final prototype, as much of the functionality was more quickly 

achieved through XAML mark-up. 

‘GlassHelper.cs’ (Appendix G) contains code to allow the client area (central area) of the Window to look 

completely like glass by extending the window’s Chrome (border decoration) into the client area (Figure 
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13, Figure 14). The code to achieve this was adapted from snippets in the first WPF book to be published 

(Sells & Griffiths, 2005), and can only be achieved on Windows Vista. 

 
Figure 13 Prototype with Chrome default width 

 
Figure 14 Prototype with Chrome extended into client Area 

 

The ‘GlassHelper.cs’ defines a static class ‘Glass’ which uses two APIs (Figure 15) exposed by the Desktop 

Window Manager (DWM) – the composition engine for the Windows Vista GUI. The DWM is also 

responsible for the DirectX blur effect applied to UI behind the window. 

 
19  [DllImport("dwmapi.dll", PreserveSig = false)] 

20  static extern void DwmExtendFrameIntoClientArea(IntPtr hwnd, ref MARGINS margins); 

21 
22  [DllImport("dwmapi.dll", PreserveSig = false)] 

23  static extern bool DwmIsCompositionEnabled(); 

 
Figure 15: DWM APIs used by GlassHelper.cs 

In the final prototype, the window Chrome was removed fully by setting the relevant window properties 

at design time, in the ‘Window1.xaml’ file. 

 The Window 

As discussed in “Programming with WPF”, Window1.xaml and Window1.xaml.cs combine at compile 

time into a ‘Window1’ class which is then instantiated and shown to the User when the program 

executes. The code-behind file, ‘Window1.xaml.cs’, contains all of the program logic to instantiate and 

consume the MapPoint web-service through its wrapper classes (defined in ‘Mappiont.cs’, see “Service 

References” above). The code-behind file also contains the logic for all of the buttons present in the 

window UI.   
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The Code 

In order to fully comprehend the level of complexity built into the .NET 3.0 Framework, a steep learning 

curve in understanding the predecessor technologies was undertaken for this project. The prototype 

produced demonstrates how the Framework can be utilized to create technically complex programs, 

with only a few powerful lines of code. The prototype relies on both the WPF and WCF libraries, as well 

as some APIs exposed in Windows Vista. In researching and understanding the previous technologies 

now abstracted within the .NET 3.0 Framework, allowed for the rapid construction of the high fidelity 

prototype shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: The Prototype Application, prior to the ‘Get Map’ button being used 

In this section, we will look at key code snippets from the solution repository, specifically looking at the 

‘Window1.xaml’, Window1.xaml.cs’ and ‘App.config’ files. A full source listing of these files can be found 

in the Appendix. 
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Window1.xaml 

‘Window1.xaml’ has the basic structure outlined below (Figure 17, visual in Figure 16) a full listing is 

available in Appendix B. 

Figure 17: Window.xaml structure 

- Root ‘Window’ Element (with Namespaces) 

o Resources 

� Named Resources (including 3D meshes) 

� Re-usable Control Templates (like styles) 

o Main Layout (in this case, a table – Grid  control) 

� two interactive 3D viewports containing the resource meshes 

� A stack of controls emulating the close/minimize/maximise buttons 

� Controls for use with the MapPoint web-service (Image, Textbox, 2 Button controls) 

Namespaces 

The root element of the XAML file, ‘Window’, maps directly to the Window1 class defined in the code-

behind file, ‘Window1.xaml.cs’. This is achieved by namepaces contained within this root node. 

The namespaces contained in the root element ‘Window’ provide the links the compiler will use to 

construct concrete classes and instances at compile-time. The two main namespaces used to achieve 

this are highlighted below: 

1 <Window 
2 xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation" 
3 xmlns:x="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml" 

4 xmlns:tools="clr-namespace:_3DTools;assembly=3DTools" 
5 xml:lang="en-US" 
6 x:Class="FirstAttempt.Window1" 
7 x:Name="Window" 
8 Title="Project Box" 
9 Width="400" 
10 Height="400" 
11 AllowsTransparency="True" WindowStyle="None" Background="Transparent" 
12 > 

Figure 18: Window1.xaml root element, 'Window' 

The default XML namespace is set on Line 2, with an immediate extension namespace (prefixed ‘x’) on 

line 3 to draft in the ability to link to the code-behind file, ‘Window1.xaml.cs’. This extension allows for 

line 6 to specify the class in the code-behind file that the ‘Window’ element should be combined with at 

compile-time. This effectively defines the relationship of the Window element here in the XAML, to the 

Window1 partial class defined in the code-behind file, ‘Window1.xaml.cs’.  

Line 4, defines an additional extension namespace (prefix ‘tools’) which allows for the controls from the 

3DTools library to be used later in the XAML mark-up (see “References” earlier in this chapter). Apart 

from 3DTools’ ‘TrackballDecorator’ class (see Appendix B, Lines 96 & 118), all of the controls used 

declaratively in ‘Window1.xaml’ are built-in to the standard WPF libraries. 
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Resources 

See Appendix B, lines 14-84 

Underneath the Window element lies the first child element, the ‘Window.Resources’ collection. 

‘Window.Resources’ contains a series of child controls which are not part of the layout shown in the UI, 

but are however likely to be referenced by controls/elements in the main layout.  Any other control 

within the window can consume (reference, bind or use) these resource controls by name or key, 

through the ‘x:Name’ or ‘x:Key’attributes. These resources act in a similar way to variables in an 

imperative language in that their names/keys are only accessible within the scope (child elements) of 

the window, in the XAML mark-up. These resources can however be accessed from other objects in the 

source by calling the Window’s ‘FindResource’ method (used in Appendix A, line 182). 

Also contained in the ‘Window.Resources’ collection are two Control Templates (lines 54-66, 68-83). 

Control Templates are one method employed by WPF used to style controls in the main layout. A 

control which utilized a 'ControlTemplate' will have its contents redirected into the ‘ContentPresenter’ 

declared in the 'ControlTemplate' (see Figure 19, Figure 20). 

 
54 <ControlTemplate x:Key="WindowSurround" TargetType="{x:Type Label}"> 
55  <Grid Margin="5"> 
56   <Rectangle RadiusX="10" RadiusY="10" Stroke="#CCCCCC" StrokeThickness="2"> 
57   <Rectangle.Fill> 
58    <LinearGradientBrush StartPoint="0.5, 1" EndPoint="0.5, 0" > 
59     <GradientStop Offset="1" Color="#33CCCCCC"></GradientStop> 
60     <GradientStop Offset="0" Color="#FFFFFFFF"></GradientStop> 
61    </LinearGradientBrush> 
62   </Rectangle.Fill> 
63    </Rectangle> 
64    <ContentPresenter Margin="0" Content="{TemplateBinding Content}"/> 
65  </Grid> 
66 </ControlTemplate> 

 
Figure 19:  A ControlTemplate for a Label control 

 
154 <Label Template="{StaticResource WindowSurround}"> 
155  <Image Margin="20" x:Name="pictureBox1" Width="100" Height="100"/> 
156 </Label> 
 

Figure 20:  An instance of a Label control consuming a ControlTemplate 
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Interactive Viewports 

After the special, non-visual ‘Window.Resources’ section comes the main UI layout. Aside from the 

‘Grid’ control wrapping all of the controls and defining a two column layout in the Window, the most 

complex controls in the prototype are the Viewport3D elements holding the 3D meshes. 

Figure 21 shows WPF’s standard Viewport3D control wrapped by the proprietary 3DTools’ 

‘TrackballDecorator’ decorator control (prefixed ‘tools’, from the xml namespace). The 

‘TrackballDecorator’ gives the Viewport3D’s scene the ability to be zoomed and rotated using the mouse 

at runtime. 

Figure 21 also shows the logical structure of the 3DViewports scene, with the camera (viewpoint) 

described separately to the 3D visual assets such as meshes, lights etc within the ‘Model3DGroup’. The 

Geometry and the Material of the only mesh in this Viewport both reference Window Resources. 

 
96 <tools:TrackballDecorator> 
97  <Viewport3D Name="vp1" ClipToBounds="True" Width="auto" Height="200"> 
98     <Viewport3D.Camera> 
… 
106    </Viewport3D.Camera> 
107    <ModelVisual3D> 
108  <ModelVisual3D.Content> 
109   <Model3DGroup> 
110    <DirectionalLight Direction="1,-1,-1" Color="#FFFFFF99" /> 
111     <GeometryModel3D  
     Geometry="{StaticResource MyUberCube}"  
     Material="{DynamicResource MapMaterial}"/> 
112    </Model3DGroup> 
113   </ModelVisual3D.Content> 
114      </ModelVisual3D> 
115  </Viewport3D> 
116 </tools:TrackballDecorator> 

 
Figure 21: A single Viewport3D from the prototype XAML 
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Window1.xaml.cs 

In combination with ‘Window1.xaml’, ‘Window1.xaml.cs’ contains the logic to bridge access to the 

MapPoint Web Service with the modification of the Window’s UI.  

The MapPoint Web Service provides four SOAP based endpoints: 

- Common Service: The Common service contains classes, methods, and properties that are common 

to the find, route, and render services, or are basic utility functions. 

- Find Service: The Find service allows you to locate addresses, geographic entities, latitude and 

longitude coordinates, and points of interest from MapPoint Web Service data, as well as parse 

addresses and return location information for a specified latitude and longitude coordinate. 

- Render Service: The Render service allows you to render maps of routes and found locations, place 

pushpins, set the map size and map view, select points on a map, get location information about 

points on a map, pan and zoom a rendered map, and create clickable maps. 

- Route Service: The Route service allows you to generate routes, driving directions, and calculated 

route representations based on locations or waypoints, set segment and route preferences, and 

generate map views of segments and directions. 

Adapted from Tahir Naushad’s article (Naushad, 2004)  

The prototype, although having a full configuration and wrapper classes for all four service endpoints, 

only consumes the Find and Render Service. 

‘Window1.xaml.cs’ defines two methods to achieve this, FireFindService() and 

FireRenderService(). Both are called in sequence when the ‘Get Map’ button is clicked, each 

instantiating a wrapper object for the MapPoint Web service and synchronously requesting data from it. 

Unfortunately, due to the single threaded nature of the prototype, the synchronous Web Service calls 

cause the UI to hang whilst the Web Service request completes the server round-trip (success or failure). 

This could be overcome by creating additional threads for the Web Service calls. 

For both the Find and Render service to provide data, a request object must be sent specifying 

properties of the data to be returned. In the case of the Find service this is simply a text location 

provided by a TextBox control in the Window, and a hint to the global region (Figure 22). 

 
 72 FindSpecification myFindSpec = new FindSpecification(); 

73 myFindSpec.DataSourceName = "MapPoint.EU"; 

74 myFindSpec.InputPlace = Location; 

… 

90 this.FindMapResults = fws.Find(null, null, myFindSpec); 

 
Figure 22: The Find service's specification and request 

The Render service can be a little more complex as there is a requirement to provide the position 

(longitude, latitude), scale, map-type and size of the image to be returned. Figure 23 shows two 

separate map types; MapStyle.PhysicalFeatures and MapStyle.Political (set on line 137, Appendix 
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A, page 34). The Render service also provides the option to specify attributes of a pushpin visual that can 

appear on the returned map. 

Figure 23: The Prototype showing different map-types and trackball interaction 

Factory3D.cs 

The Factory3D library was adapted from a tutorial in Mike Hodnick’s 3D WPF guide (Hodnick, 2007). The 

library contains seven static factory methods for creating 3D meshes. These range in granularity from 

creating vertices and normals, to randomly generating and undulating terrain mesh. The library relies 

somewhat on the 3DTools assembly (see “References”, page 21). 

App.config 

See Appendix C 

In addition to the auto-generated ‘Mappoint.map’ and ‘Mappoint.cs’, the MapPoint Web Service 

required that the credential transport scheme be modified from the settings auto-populated by Visual 

Studio C# Express. These details do not appear in the MapPoint WSDL document and therefore could 

not be auto-generated from it. 

Figure 24 shows the altered transport security section applied to each of the four service endpoints. The 

MapPoint Web Service required ‘Digest’ access authentication for the ‘Username’ credential. ‘Digest’ 

authentication specifies a method for HTTP requests to authenticate credentials securely, without 

sending them in plain text (Microsoft (WCF), 2007). ‘Digest’ builds upon the ‘basic authentication 

scheme’ originally defined in the HTTP 1.0 RFC standard (Berners-Lee, 1996). 

<security mode="TransportCredentialOnly"> 

 <transport clientCredentialType="Digest" proxyCredentialType="None" realm="" /> 

 <message clientCredentialType="UserName" algorithmSuite="Default" /> 

</security> 

Figure 24: MapPoint service security configuration, App.config  
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6. Summary 

Reflection of prototype 

I believe the prototype shows the fidelity of the .NET3.0 framework and the specific additions of 

WPF/WCF well. At the time of writing, many other websites have started to appear utilizing WPF and 

WCF to produce compelling user experiences.  

Future improvements to the prototype could include: 

- Asynchronous map retrieval 

To allow the UI and the main program logic to perform (not hang) whilst the web-service is 

utilized. This could potentially be achieved through adding another thread to each Web Service 

request. Further investigation into the WCF libraries may have uncovered a high level 

configuration which could have relieved this kind of ‘hang’ provided by synchronous calls. 

- More use of Bindings and Control Templating 

WPF provides a very simple way to bind properties to controls, I believe this could have been 

exploited more in the prototype; e.g. adding slider control bindings to the light intensity, adding 

a drop-down list binding to map types available through the MapPoint Web Service. 

Reflection on learning outcomes 

The .NET specification used in Project Mono and Microsoft’s .NET3.0 Framework appears to offer levels 

of code security unparalleled currently by ‘unmanaged’ counterparts. 

Microsoft in the press have been staunch defenders of the use-cases for un-managed code however, 

and are keen to point out the interoperability between the two that they have created.  

The learning curve associated with the project covered a broad range of technologies including: 

- Usability 

- 3D design tools 

- Web-service architecture 

- Windows-Forms Programming 

- DirectX and OpenGL programming 

All of the above knowledge proved instrumental in understanding the complexity now abstracted 

behind the APIs and class libraries in .NET3.0. 

I believe that Windows Vista will follow in Windows XP’s footsteps, by gaining market saturation 

through new PCs sold to consumers pre-installed with the new operating system and .NET 3.0. As this 

saturation reaches a tipping point with Windows XP, the .NET3.0 usage should see a rapid growth as 

businesses and software companies are able to justify using it to reach a majority audience.    

It can also be conjectured that from the simplicity of a language like XAML, and its similarity to HTML, it 

will allow this and the next generation of web-designers to leverage the fidelity of client applications 

with a minimal learning curve.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A  

Window1.xaml.cs 

1 using System; 

2 using System.IO; 

3 using System.Net; 

4 using System.Windows; 

5 using System.Windows.Controls; 

6 using System.Windows.Data; 

7 using System.Windows.Media; 

8 using System.Windows.Media.Media3D; 

9 using System.Windows.Media.Animation; 

10 using System.Windows.Navigation; 

11 using System.Windows.Media.Imaging; //for bitmap work 

12 //using System.Windows.Interop; 

13 using System.Drawing; 

14 using Glass; 

15 using FirstAttempt; 

16 using _3DTools; 

17 using FirstAttempt.Mappoint; 

18 using System.Web.Services; 

19 using System.Threading; 
20 
21 
22 namespace FirstAttempt 
23 { 
24  public partial class Window1 
25  { 
26   //MapPoint Web Service credentials (username and password) 

27   private const string myUserName = "124181"; 

28   private const string myPassword = "Lewis99*"; 
29 
30   public Window1() 
31   { 

32    this.InitializeComponent(); 
33    // Insert code required on object creation below this point. 
34   } 
35 
36   protected override void OnSourceInitialized(EventArgs e) 
37   { 

38    base.OnSourceInitialized(e); 
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39 
40    // This can't be done any earlier than the SourceInitialized event: 
41    // Setting the Window Chrome thickness to -1 will cause the wholoe client area to be covered. 

42    // GlassHelper.ExtendGlassFrame(this, new Thickness(-1)); 
43   } 
44 
45   void Window_MouseLeftButtonDown(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
46   { 
47    //initiate the window's drag, when the mouse clicks on the control buttons (three circles) 

48    this.DragMove(); 
49   } 
50 
51   void Window_Close(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
52   { 
53  //fire the window's close method, when the mouse clicks on the right most control button (three 

circles) 

54    this.Close(); 
55   } 
56 
57 
58   private void get_map(Object sender, RoutedEventArgs e) 
59   { 
60    // fired by a button click 

61    this.FireFindService(this.LocationInput.Text); 
62   } 
63 
64   //Find results are public to allow for the eventual mapping to a list control 

65   public FindResults FindMapResults = null; 
66 
67   //PRE: True 
68   //@Purpose: to fire a request to Mappoint service for a Map specified by a string 
69   private void FireFindService(String Location) 
70   { 
71  //create the FindAddressRequest specification, use the location string from the Textbox on the 

Window 

72    FindSpecification myFindSpec = new FindSpecification(); 

73    myFindSpec.DataSourceName = "MapPoint.EU"; 

74    myFindSpec.InputPlace = Location; 
75 
76    //instantiate wrapper object for Mappoint's find(locations) service 

77    FindServiceSoapClient fws = new FindServiceSoapClient(); 
78 
79    //apply the user credentials to the service wrapper 

80    fws.ClientCredentials.HttpDigest.ClientCredential = new NetworkCredential(myUserName, myPassword); 
81    fws.ClientCredentials.HttpDigest.AllowedImpersonationLevel = 

System.Security.Principal.TokenImpersonationLevel.Impersonation; 
82 
83 
84    //initialize the location results for this roundtrip 

85    this.FindMapResults = null; 
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86   
87    //execute a request for location dqata using the find(locations) service. 
88    try 
89    { 

90     this.FindMapResults = fws.Find(null, null, myFindSpec); 
91    } 
92    catch (Exception err) 
93    { 

94     MessageBox.Show(err.Message); 
95    } 
96 
97    //If locations were found matching the search string 
98    if ((this.FindMapResults != null) && (0 != this.FindMapResults.NumberFound)) 
99    { 

100     this.FireRenderService(); 
101    } 
102    else 
103    { 
104     // Exit, if no resulits found 

105     MessageBox.Show("No location results found"); 

106     return; 
107    } 
108 
109   } 
110 
111 
112   //PRE: FindMapResults.NumberFound > 0 
113   //@Purpose: Will fire the render service using the first item in the FindMapResults 
114   // then use the first Map returned to alter the material being used by the 3D assets 
115   private void FireRenderService() 
116   { 
117    //instantiate wrapper object for Mappoint's render(maps) service 

118    RenderServiceSoapClient ws = new RenderServiceSoapClient(); 
119 
120    //apply the user credentials to the service wrapper 

121    ws.ClientCredentials.HttpDigest.ClientCredential = new NetworkCredential(myUserName, myPassword); 
122    ws.ClientCredentials.HttpDigest.AllowedImpersonationLevel = 

System.Security.Principal.TokenImpersonationLevel.Impersonation; 
123 
124    //set Map specifications we want to return 
125 
126    //scale info 

127    ViewByScale[] views = new ViewByScale[1]; 

128    views[0] = new ViewByScale(); 

129    views[0].CenterPoint = new LatLong(); 

130    views[0].CenterPoint.Latitude = this.FindMapResults.Results[0].FoundLocation.LatLong.Latitude; 

131    views[0].CenterPoint.Longitude = this.FindMapResults.Results[0].FoundLocation.LatLong.Longitude; 

132    views[0].MapScale = 250000; //150000 
133 
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134    //Map type and size 

135    MapOptions options = new MapOptions(); 

136    options.Format = new ImageFormat(); 

137    options.Style = MapStyle.PhysicalFeatures; 

138    options.Format.Height = (int)this.pictureBox1.Height; 

139    options.Format.Width = (int)this.pictureBox1.Width; 
140 
141    //throw a pushpin in for fun. Pushpins will be overlayed on the Map returned. 

142    Pushpin[] pushpins = new Pushpin[1]; 

143    pushpins[0] = new Pushpin(); 

144    pushpins[0].IconDataSource = "MapPoint.Icons"; 

145    pushpins[0].IconName = "0"; 

146    pushpins[0].Label = this.FindMapResults.Results[0].FoundLocation.Entity.Name; 

147    pushpins[0].LatLong = views[0].CenterPoint; 

148    pushpins[0].ReturnsHotArea = true; 
149 
150    //Aggregate the Map specifiactions into an Object to be consumed by the SOAP service 

151    MapSpecification myMapSpec = new MapSpecification(); 

152    myMapSpec.DataSourceName = "MapPoint.World"; 

153    myMapSpec.Options = options; 

154    myMapSpec.Pushpins = pushpins; 

155    myMapSpec.Views = views; 
156 

157    MapImage[] mapImages = null; 
158 
159    try 
160    { 

161     mapImages = ws.GetMap(null, null, myMapSpec); 
162    } 
163    catch (Exception err) 
164    { 

165     MessageBox.Show(err.Message); 

166     return; 
167    } 
168 
169 
170    if (mapImages != null) 
171    { 
172     //create a simple Bitmap, and fill it with the Stream returned by the render(map) service 

173     BitmapImage bmp1 = new BitmapImage(); 

174     bmp1.BeginInit(); 

175     bmp1.StreamSource = new System.IO.MemoryStream(mapImages[0].MimeData.Bits); 

176     bmp1.EndInit(); 
177 
178     //set the 2D imageBox's image to the downloaded image 

179     this.pictureBox1.Source = bmp1; 
180 
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181     //Use the bitmap to create a Brush, so that WPF controls can consume it 

182     ImageBrush imb = (ImageBrush)this.FindResource("MapImage"); 

183     imb.ImageSource = bmp1; // the material is bound already to the image brush in 
Window.Resources 
184 
185     //Alter the brush of the Material that everything is bound to. 

186     DiffuseMaterial mat = (DiffuseMaterial)this.FindResource("MapMaterial"); 

187     mat.Brush = imb; 
188    } 
189   } 
190  } 
191 } 
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Appendix B  

Window1.xaml 

1 <Window 
2 xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml/presentation" 
3 xmlns:x="http://schemas.microsoft.com/winfx/2006/xaml" 

4 xmlns:tools="clr-namespace:_3DTools;assembly=3DTools" 
5 xml:lang="en-US" 
6 x:Class="FirstAttempt.Window1" 
7 x:Name="Window" 
8 Title="Project Box" 
9 Width="400" 
10 Height="400" 
11 AllowsTransparency="True" WindowStyle="None" Background="Transparent" 
12 > 
13 
14  <Window.Resources> 
15  <BitmapImage x:Key="RenderedMap" x:Name="RenderedMap" /> 
16  <ImageBrush x:Key="MapImage" ViewportUnits="Absolute" Transform="1, 0, 0, -1,0 1" /> 
17 
18  <DiffuseMaterial x:Key="MapMaterial" > 
19   <DiffuseMaterial.Brush> 
20    <SolidColorBrush Color="Blue" /> 
21   </DiffuseMaterial.Brush> 
22  </DiffuseMaterial> 
23 
24  <MeshGeometry3D x:Key="MyPlane" x:Name="MyPlane" 
25  Positions="-50 0 -50 50 0 -50 -50 0 50 50 0 50" 
26  Normals="0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0" 
27  TextureCoordinates="0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0" 
28  TriangleIndices="2 1 0 2 3 1" /> 
29 
30  <MeshGeometry3D x:Key="MyUberCube" x:Name="MyUberCube" 
31  TriangleIndices="0 1 2 2 3 0 4 5 6 6 7 4 3 8 6 6 9 3 10 11 12 
12 13 10 14 0 15 15 7 14 16 17 18 18 19 16 20 21 22 22 23 20 20 24 19 19 25 20 
26 27 28 28 29 26 30 18 31 31 23 30 0 3 19 19 18 0 5 4 22 22 21 5 3 9 25 25 19 3 
15 0 18 18 30 15" > 
32   <MeshGeometry3D.Normals> 
33    <Vector3DCollection> 
34 0,-1.569505,-0.0020250001 0,-1.572085,-0.0020280001 0,-1.572085,-0.0020280001 0,-1.569505,-0.0020250001 0,1.569505,-
0.0020250001 0,1.569505,-0.0020250001 0,1.572085,-0.0020280001 0,1.572085,-0.0020280001 0,-1.572085,-0.0020280001 
0,1.569505,-0.0020250001 0,-1.572085,-0.0020280001 0,-1.572085,-0. 
0020280001 0,1.572085,-0.0020280001 
35 0,1.572085,-0.0020280001 0,-1.572085,-0.0020280001 0,1.569505,-0.0020250001 0,1.570796,0 0,1.570796,0 0,1.570796,0 
0,1.570796,0 0,-1.570796,0 0,-1.570796,0 0,-1.570796,0 0,-1.570796,0 0,1.570796,0 0,-1.570796,0 
36 0,-1.570796,0 0,1.570796,0 0,1.570796,0 0,-1.570796,0 0,-1.570796,0 0,1.570796,0 
37    </Vector3DCollection> 
38   </MeshGeometry3D.Normals> 
39   <MeshGeometry3D.Positions> 
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40    <Point3DCollection> 
41 -51.105553,-47.448406,50.410847 -50.975796,-47.318649,-50.166504 
50.178905,-47.318649,-50.166504 50.308662,-47.448406,50.410847 -51.105553,53. 
965809,50.410847 50.308662,53.965809,50.410847 50.178905,53.836048,-50.166504 -50 
.975796,53.836048,-50.166504 50.178905,-47.318649,-50.166504 50.308662,53.965809, 
50.410847 50.178905,-47.318649,-50.166504 -50.975796,-47.318649,-50.166504 -50. 
975796,53.836048,-50.166504 
42 50.178905,53.836048,-50.166504 -50.975796,-47.318649,-50.166504 - 
51.105553,53.965809,50.410847 49.601555,-46.741299,-49.589153 -50.398445,-46. 
741299,-49.589153 -50.398445,-46.741299,50.410847 49.601555,-46.741299,50.410847 
49.601555,53.258701,-49.589153 49.601555,53.258701,50.410847 -50.398445,53.258701 
,50.410847 -50.398445,53.258701,-49.589153 49.601555,-46.741299,-49.589153 49. 
601555,53.258701,50.410847 
43 -50.398445,53.258701,-49.589153 -50.398445,-46.741299,-49.589153 
49.601555,-46.741299,-49.589153 49.601555,53.258701,-49.589153 -50.398445,53. 
258701,50.410847 -50.398445,-46.741299,-49.589153 
C:\Users\Lewis\Documents\Expression\... Blend Projects\FirstAttempt\Window1.xaml 2 
44    </Point3DCollection> 
45   </MeshGeometry3D.Positions> 
46   <MeshGeometry3D.TextureCoordinates> 
47    <PointCollection> 
48 1,1 1,0 0,0 0,1 0,1 1,1 1,0 0,0 1,1 0,0 0,1 1,1 1,0 0,0 0,1 1,0 0,0 1,0 1,1 0,1 1,0 1,1 0,1 
49 0,0 1,1 0,0 1,0 1,1 0,1 0,0 1,0 0,1 
50    </PointCollection> 
51   </MeshGeometry3D.TextureCoordinates> 
52  </MeshGeometry3D> 
53 
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Window1.xaml continued: Control Templates 
 
54  <ControlTemplate x:Key="WindowSurround" TargetType="{x:Type Label}"> 
55   <Grid Margin="5"> 
56    <Rectangle RadiusX="10" RadiusY="10" Stroke="#CCCCCC" StrokeThickness="2"> 
57     <Rectangle.Fill> 
58      <LinearGradientBrush StartPoint="0.5, 1" EndPoint="0.5, 0" > 
59       <GradientStop Offset="1" Color="#33CCCCCC"></GradientStop> 
60       <GradientStop Offset="0" Color="#FFFFFFFF"></GradientStop> 
61      </LinearGradientBrush> 
62     </Rectangle.Fill> 
63    </Rectangle> 
64    <ContentPresenter Margin="0" Content="{TemplateBinding Content}"/> 
65   </Grid> 
66  </ControlTemplate> 
67 
68  <ControlTemplate x:Key="windowControl" TargetType="{x:Type Button}"> 
69   <Grid Width="20" Height="20"> 
70    <Ellipse Fill="Black"/> 
71    <Ellipse Fill="White" Margin="5" /> 
72    <ContentPresenter Content="{TemplateBinding Content}"></ContentPresenter> 
73   </Grid> 
74   <ControlTemplate.Triggers> 
75    <Trigger Property="Button.IsMouseOver" Value="true"> 
76     <Setter Property="RenderTransform"> 
77      <Setter.Value> 
78       <ScaleTransform ScaleX="0.9" ScaleY="0.9"/> 
79      </Setter.Value> 
80     </Setter> 
81    </Trigger> 
82   </ControlTemplate.Triggers> 
83  </ControlTemplate> 
84 </Window.Resources> 
85 
86 
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Window1.xaml continued: Main layout 
 
87 <Grid x:Name="LayoutRoot"> 
88  <Grid.ColumnDefinitions > 
89   <ColumnDefinition Width="auto" /> 
90   <ColumnDefinition /> 
91  </Grid.ColumnDefinitions> 
92 
93  <Label Margin="0" Grid.Column="1" Template="{StaticResource WindowSurround}"> 
94   <StackPanel Margin="0" Orientation="Vertical"> 
95 
96    <tools:TrackballDecorator> 
97     <Viewport3D Name="vp1" ClipToBounds="True" Width="auto" Height="200"> 
98      <Viewport3D.Camera> 
99       <PerspectiveCamera 
100       FarPlaneDistance="500" 
101       LookDirection="-1,-1,-1" 
102       UpDirection="0,1,0" 
103       NearPlaneDistance="1" 
104       Position="170,170,170" 
105       FieldOfView="60" /> 
106      </Viewport3D.Camera> 
107      <ModelVisual3D> 
108       <ModelVisual3D.Content> 
109        <Model3DGroup> 
110         <DirectionalLight Direction="1,-1,-1" Color="#FFFFFF99" /> 
111         <GeometryModel3D  

Geometry="{StaticResource MyUberCube}"  
Material="{DynamicResource MapMaterial}"/> 

112        </Model3DGroup> 
113       </ModelVisual3D.Content> 
114      </ModelVisual3D> 
115     </Viewport3D> 
116    </tools:TrackballDecorator> 
117 
118    <tools:TrackballDecorator> 
119     <Viewport3D Name="vp2" ClipToBounds="True" Width="auto" Height="200"> 
120      <Viewport3D.Camera> 
121       <PerspectiveCamera 
122       FarPlaneDistance="500" 
123       LookDirection="0,-1,-1" 
124       UpDirection="0,1,0" 
125       NearPlaneDistance="1" 
126       Position="0,100,100" 
127       FieldOfView="60" /> 
128      </Viewport3D.Camera> 
129      <ModelVisual3D> 
130       <ModelVisual3D.Content> 
131        <Model3DGroup> 
132         <DirectionalLight Direction="1,-1,-1" Color="#FFFFFF99" /> 
133         <GeometryModel3D  
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Geometry="{StaticResource MyPlane}"  
Material="{DynamicResource MapMaterial}" > 

134 
135         </GeometryModel3D> 
136        </Model3DGroup> 
137       </ModelVisual3D.Content> 
138      </ModelVisual3D> 
139     </Viewport3D> 
140    </tools:TrackballDecorator> 
141 
142   </StackPanel> 
143  </Label> 
144 
145  <GridSplitter Grid.Column="0" Width="2"></GridSplitter> 
146 
147  <StackPanel Orientation="Vertical"> 
148   <StackPanel Height="30" PreviewMouseLeftButtonDown="Window_MouseLeftButtonDown" Orientation="Horizontal"> 
149    <Button x:Name="buttonMove" Template="{StaticResource windowControl}" Margin="0" /> 
150    <Button x:Name="buttonMin" Template="{StaticResource windowControl}" Margin="0" /> 
151    <Button x:Name="buttonClose"  

PreviewMouseLeftButtonDown="Window_Close"  
Template="{StaticResource windowControl}" Margin="0" /> 

152   </StackPanel> 
153 
154   <Label Template="{StaticResource WindowSurround}"> 
155    <Image Margin="20" x:Name="pictureBox1" Width="100" Height="100"/> 
156   </Label> 
157 
158   <TextBox Text="London, UK" x:Name="LocationInput"></TextBox> 
159   <Button Click="get_map">Get Map</Button> 
160   <Button>Show Chrome</Button> 
161  </StackPanel> 
162 </Grid> 

163 </Window> 

 

 

Appendix C  

App.config 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 

<configuration> 

    <configSections></configSections> 

    <system.serviceModel> 

        <bindings> 
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            <basicHttpBinding> 

                <binding name="CommonServiceSoap" closeTimeout="00:01:00" openTimeout="00:01:00" 

                    receiveTimeout="00:10:00" sendTimeout="00:01:00" allowCookies="false" 

                    bypassProxyOnLocal="false" hostNameComparisonMode="StrongWildcard" 

                    maxBufferSize="65536" maxBufferPoolSize="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize="65536" 

                    messageEncoding="Text" textEncoding="utf-8" transferMode="Buffered" 

                    useDefaultWebProxy="true"> 

                    <readerQuotas maxDepth="32" maxStringContentLength="8192" maxArrayLength="16384" 

                        maxBytesPerRead="4096" maxNameTableCharCount="16384" /> 

     <security mode="TransportCredentialOnly"> 

      <transport clientCredentialType="Digest"  

proxyCredentialType="None" realm=""/> 

      <message clientCredentialType="UserName" algorithmSuite="Default" /> 

     </security> 

    </binding> 

    <binding name="FindServiceSoap" closeTimeout="00:01:00" openTimeout="00:01:00" 

                    receiveTimeout="00:10:00" sendTimeout="00:01:00" allowCookies="false" 

                    bypassProxyOnLocal="false" hostNameComparisonMode="StrongWildcard" 

                    maxBufferSize="65536" maxBufferPoolSize="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize="65536" 

                    messageEncoding="Text" textEncoding="utf-8" transferMode="Buffered" 

                    useDefaultWebProxy="true"> 

                    <readerQuotas maxDepth="32" maxStringContentLength="8192" maxArrayLength="16384" 

                        maxBytesPerRead="4096" maxNameTableCharCount="16384" /> 

     <security mode="TransportCredentialOnly"> 

      <transport clientCredentialType="Digest"  

proxyCredentialType="None" realm="" /> 

      <message clientCredentialType="UserName" algorithmSuite="Default" /> 

     </security> 

    </binding> 

                <binding name="RouteServiceSoap" closeTimeout="00:01:00" openTimeout="00:01:00" 

                    receiveTimeout="00:10:00" sendTimeout="00:01:00" allowCookies="false" 

                    bypassProxyOnLocal="false" hostNameComparisonMode="StrongWildcard" 

                    maxBufferSize="65536" maxBufferPoolSize="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize="65536" 

                    messageEncoding="Text" textEncoding="utf-8" transferMode="Buffered" 

                    useDefaultWebProxy="true"> 

                    <readerQuotas maxDepth="32" maxStringContentLength="8192" maxArrayLength="16384" 

                        maxBytesPerRead="4096" maxNameTableCharCount="16384" /> 

     <security mode="TransportCredentialOnly"> 

      <transport clientCredentialType="Digest"  

proxyCredentialType="None" realm="" /> 

      <message clientCredentialType="UserName" algorithmSuite="Default" /> 

     </security> 

    </binding> 

    <binding name="RenderServiceSoap" closeTimeout="00:01:00" openTimeout="00:01:00" 

                    receiveTimeout="00:10:00" sendTimeout="00:01:00" allowCookies="false" 
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                    bypassProxyOnLocal="false" hostNameComparisonMode="StrongWildcard" 

                    maxBufferSize="65536" maxBufferPoolSize="524288" maxReceivedMessageSize="65536" 

                    messageEncoding="Text" textEncoding="utf-8" transferMode="Buffered" 

                    useDefaultWebProxy="true"> 

                    <readerQuotas maxDepth="32" maxStringContentLength="8192" maxArrayLength="16384" 

                        maxBytesPerRead="4096" maxNameTableCharCount="16384" /> 

     <security mode="TransportCredentialOnly"> 

      <transport clientCredentialType="Digest"  

proxyCredentialType="None" realm="" /> 

      <message clientCredentialType="UserName" algorithmSuite="Default" /> 

     </security> 

    </binding> 

   </basicHttpBinding> 

        </bindings> 

        <client> 

            <endpoint address="http://findv3.staging.mappoint.net/Find-30/Common.asmx" 

                binding="basicHttpBinding" bindingConfiguration="CommonServiceSoap" 

                contract="FirstAttempt.Mappoint.CommonServiceSoap" name="CommonServiceSoap" /> 

            <endpoint address="http://findv3.staging.mappoint.net/Find-30/FindService.asmx" 

                binding="basicHttpBinding" bindingConfiguration="FindServiceSoap" 

                contract="FirstAttempt.Mappoint.FindServiceSoap" name="FindServiceSoap" /> 

            <endpoint address="http://routev3.staging.mappoint.net/Route-30/RouteService.asmx" 

                binding="basicHttpBinding" bindingConfiguration="RouteServiceSoap" 

                contract="FirstAttempt.Mappoint.RouteServiceSoap" name="RouteServiceSoap" /> 

            <endpoint address="http://renderv3.staging.mappoint.net/Render-30/RenderService.asmx" 

                binding="basicHttpBinding" bindingConfiguration="RenderServiceSoap" 

                contract="FirstAttempt.Mappoint.RenderServiceSoap" name="RenderServiceSoap" /> 

        </client> 

    </system.serviceModel> 

</configuration> 
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Appendix D  

.NET 3.0 Framework Developer Reference, previously codenamed ‘WinFX’ 
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Appendix E  

Additional Prototype screenshots 
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Appendix F 

Prototype on desktop – rendered by Vista DWM  
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Appendix G 

GlassHelper.cs 

1 using System; 

2 using System.IO; 

3 using System.Net; 

4 
5 //needed for Thickness Type 

6 using System.Windows; 

7 //needed for Brushes 

8 using System.Windows.Media;  

9 //needed to allow windowInteropHelper to get a Hwnd for the window passed 

10 using System.Windows.Interop;  

11 //needed for DllImport 

12 using System.Runtime.InteropServices;  

13 
14 namespace Glass 

15 { 

16 
17     public static class GlassHelper 

18     { 

19         [DllImport("dwmapi.dll", PreserveSig = false)] 

20         static extern void DwmExtendFrameIntoClientArea(IntPtr hwnd, ref MARGINS margins); 

21 
22         [DllImport("dwmapi.dll", PreserveSig = false)] 

23         static extern bool DwmIsCompositionEnabled(); 

24 
25         struct MARGINS 

26        { 

27             public MARGINS(Thickness t) 

28             { 

29                 Left = (int)t.Left; 

30                 Right = (int)t.Right; 

31                 Top = (int)t.Top; 

32                 Bottom = (int)t.Bottom; 

33             } 

34             public int Left; 

35             public int Right; 

36             public int Top; 

37             public int Bottom; 

38         }      

39 
40 
41         public static bool ExtendGlassFrame(Window window, Thickness margin) 

42        { 
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43            if (!DwmIsCompositionEnabled()) 

44                return false; 

45 
46             IntPtr hwnd = new WindowInteropHelper(window).Handle; 

47             if (hwnd == IntPtr.Zero) 

48                 throw new InvalidOperationException("The Window must be shown before extending glass."); 

49 
50             // Set the background to transparent from both the WPF and Win32 perspectives 

51             window.Background = Brushes.Transparent; 

52             HwndSource.FromHwnd(hwnd).CompositionTarget.BackgroundColor = Colors.Transparent; 

53 
54             MARGINS margins = new MARGINS(margin); 

55             DwmExtendFrameIntoClientArea(hwnd, ref margins); 

56             return true; 

57         } 

58     } 

59 } 
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Appendix H 

Factory3D.cs 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Windows; 

 

using System.Windows.Controls; 

using System.Windows.Media; 

using System.Windows.Media.Media3D; 

 

namespace FirstAttempt 

{ 

    public static class Factory3D 

    { 

        public static ModelVisual3D Cube(int size) 

        { 

            Model3DGroup cube = new Model3DGroup(); 

            float hSize = size / 2; 

            Point3D p0 = new Point3D(-hSize, -hSize, -hSize); 

            Point3D p1 = new Point3D(hSize, -hSize, -hSize); 

            Point3D p2 = new Point3D(hSize, - hSize, hSize); 

            Point3D p3 = new Point3D(-hSize, -hSize, hSize); 

            Point3D p4 = new Point3D(-hSize, hSize, -hSize); 

            Point3D p5 = new Point3D(hSize, hSize, -hSize); 

            Point3D p6 = new Point3D(hSize, hSize, hSize); 

            Point3D p7 = new Point3D(-hSize, hSize, hSize); 

 

            //front side triangles 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p3, p2, p6)); 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p3, p6, p7)); 

            //right side triangles 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p2, p1, p5)); 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p2, p5, p6)); 

            //back side triangles 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p1, p0, p4)); 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p1, p4, p5)); 

            //left side triangles 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p0, p3, p7)); 
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            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p0, p7, p4)); 

            //top side triangles 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p7, p6, p5)); 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p7, p5, p4)); 

            //bottom side triangles 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p2, p3, p0)); 

            cube.Children.Add(CreateTriangleModel(p2, p0, p1)); 

 

            ModelVisual3D model = new ModelVisual3D(); 

            model.Content = cube; 

 

            return model;    

        } 

 

        private static GeometryModel3D CreatePlane(Point3D p0, Point3D p1, Point3D p2, Point3D p3) 

        { 

           // Model3DGroup -> GeometryModel3D* -> MeshGeometry3D 

 

            //create two triangles? 1 or 2 MeshGeometry3D 

            MeshGeometry3D mesh = new MeshGeometry3D(); 

             

            //populate the positions *required 

            mesh.Positions.Add(p0); 

            mesh.Positions.Add(p1); 

            mesh.Positions.Add(p2); 

            mesh.Positions.Add(p3); 

 

            //populate the TriangleIndices 

            mesh.TriangleIndices.Add(0); 

            mesh.TriangleIndices.Add(1); 

            mesh.TriangleIndices.Add(2); 

            mesh.TriangleIndices.Add(3); 

 

            //popluate  the normals 

            Vector3D normal = CalculateNormal(p0, p1, p2); 

            mesh.Normals.Add(normal); 

            mesh.Normals.Add(normal); 

            mesh.Normals.Add(normal); 

            mesh.Normals.Add(normal); 

 

            Material material = new DiffuseMaterial( 
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                new SolidColorBrush(Colors.DarkKhaki)); 

 

            //create the GeometryModel3D which will give us access to the material 

            GeometryModel3D model = new GeometryModel3D(mesh, material); 

 

            return model; 

        } 

 

        private static Model3DGroup CreateTriangleModel(Point3D p0, Point3D p1, Point3D p2) 

        { 

            MeshGeometry3D mesh = new MeshGeometry3D(); 

            mesh.Positions.Add(p0); 

            mesh.Positions.Add(p1); 

            mesh.Positions.Add(p2); 

            mesh.TriangleIndices.Add(0); 

            mesh.TriangleIndices.Add(1); 

            mesh.TriangleIndices.Add(2); 

            Vector3D normal = CalculateNormal(p0, p1, p2); 

            mesh.Normals.Add(normal); 

            mesh.Normals.Add(normal); 

            mesh.Normals.Add(normal); 

            Material material = new DiffuseMaterial( 

                new SolidColorBrush(Colors.DarkKhaki)); 

            GeometryModel3D model = new GeometryModel3D( 

                mesh, material); 

            Model3DGroup group = new Model3DGroup(); 

            group.Children.Add(model); 

 

             

            return group; 

        } 

 

        private static Vector3D CalculateNormal(Point3D p0, Point3D p1, Point3D p2) 

        { 

            Vector3D v0 = new Vector3D( 

                p1.X - p0.X, p1.Y - p0.Y, p1.Z - p0.Z); 

            Vector3D v1 = new Vector3D( 

                p2.X - p1.X, p2.Y - p1.Y, p2.Z - p1.Z); 

            return Vector3D.CrossProduct(v0, v1); 

        } 
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        public static void ClearViewport(Viewport3D vp) 

        { 

            ModelVisual3D m; 

            for (int i = vp.Children.Count - 1; i >= 0; i--) 

            { 

                m = (ModelVisual3D)vp.Children[i]; 

                if (m.Content is DirectionalLight == false) 

                    vp.Children.Remove(m); 

            } 

        } 

 

        private static Point3D[] GetRandomTopographyPoints() 

        { 

            //create a 10x10 topography. 

            Point3D[] points = new Point3D[100]; 

            Random r = new Random(); 

            double y; 

            double denom = 1000; 

            int count = 0; 

            for (int z = 0; z < 10; z++) 

            { 

                for (int x = 0; x < 10; x++) 

                { 

                    System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1); 

                    y = Convert.ToDouble(r.Next(1, 999)) / denom; 

                    points[count] = new Point3D(x, y, z); 

                    count += 1; 

                } 

            } 

            return points; 

        } 

 

        private static Model3DGroup CreateRandomTopography() 

        { 

            Model3DGroup topography = new Model3DGroup(); 

            Point3D[] points = GetRandomTopographyPoints(); 

            for (int z = 0; z <= 80; z = z + 10) 

            { 

                for (int x = 0; x < 9; x++) 

                { 

                    topography.Children.Add( 
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                        CreateTriangleModel( 

                                points[x + z], 

                                points[x + z + 10], 

                                points[x + z + 1]) 

                    ); 

                    topography.Children.Add( 

                        CreateTriangleModel( 

                                points[x + z + 1], 

                                points[x + z + 10], 

                                points[x + z + 11]) 

                    ); 

                } 

            } 

            return topography; 

        } 

    } 

} 

 


